
 

A dedicated space for you to receive

creative support as you paint a canvas that

represents the emerging essence of You

calling to come forward.

 

Over the two-days you will be opening and

deepening into the essence of the Sacred

Feminine within as you paint and  create

your canvas through leaning into:

 

Re-orientating from the use of mind to

know how to move and create to a trust

of the depth of your heart.

Deep-centred Listening.

Moving as Responsiveness to the

whispers of your inner essence as you

paint and create.

Allowing and expressing through using

acrylic colour, creating and dissolving

forms/shapes and making marks

Painting and building layers into piece of

artwork on a canvas that mirrors to you

the essence of your soulfulness and

Beauty.

EMERGING WOMAN ART JOURNEY

A One-on-One 'Emerging Woman Art Journey' is a two-day immersion for you to reveal
and dive into your inherent creative potential and open up your creative juice.

 

Whether you have never painted before, or you are a beginner artist, or maybe even have experience of
painting. This journey is about deep self-nourishment, radical self care and orientating yourself to create

from what truly has value for you in your life.

NO PAINTING EXPEREINCE NECESSARY



Uncover any limiting beliefs that are holding you back creatively

and reveal how they apply directly in your life. This could apply

to your work, relationships, self care.

Be empowered and enabled to move with confidence and clarity,

in openness and trust with your paints, on your canvas.

Discover how YOU are the one in command of your brush and be

enabled to respond in amongst any changes and challenges you

may be facing in life.

Reveal a depth of self-love and self-acceptance that nourishes

your well-being.

“The Emerging Woman Art Journey guided me to my true inner feminine after a long period of regression, suppression
and distraction. It bought me to the present moment, taught me how to feel again and  how to fully trust and follow my

intuition and instincts.It made me realise my inner and outer beauty. Lisa is an artist, teacher and mentor with nurturing
super powers. I highly recommend working with her if you get the chance.”

All course materials are provided. Paper, pencils, canvas,

beautiful professional acrylic paints that are colour rich

and support your flow of colour play and blending.

You will take home a completed deep-edged canvas of 24'

x 36

Two days acrylic painting tuition -including learning

simple techniques for drawing and painting a face.

Learning supportive meditative practices to centre,

deepen and rest in the body while you paint.

Simple Lovingly prepared lunches, snacks and

refreshments .

WHATS INCLUDED :

COURSE DETA ILS :

All you need to do is arrive on the day wearing some clothes

you dont mind getting paint on! Everything you will need is

provided for you. You are also welocme to bring a Journal

for any reflections, inspirations you may want to write down. 

JENNY, SHRESWBURY, INNER DANCE FACILITATOR

DURING THE COURSE YOU WILL   :

TIME: 10.00am to 4.00pm each day
COST - £325

VENUE: Lisa Lochhead Gallery & Studio, 
Whitchurch, Shropshire, SY13 4QY

CONTACT ME TO BOOK- lisa@lisalochhead.com


